
Hello there! My name is Dario, I am the one in the
middle, and these are my two sons Ivan and Andrea.
Before introducing you my coffe and give you a valid reason to buy it, I wanted for you to have
the most true image of me, smiling with my two children who work with me in the company.
I started my Sicilian roasting in 1990.

I produce private label coffee for many resellers, I supply the brand to the Ho.re.ca. sector and
I know very well the coffee’s world. My goal is to improve and expand the distribution network
in Italy and abroad.

My company is the classic family company, I started with a small warehouse (I know,
everybody tells you the same old story, but mine is true)

Today we supply many retailers and bars. We supply our coffee also to people who resell it
with their own brand. In order to do so, the warehouse was no longer enough and now my
company is inside a very large shed with the latest generation machinery.



There are 15 people working with me besides my family and I am very proud of what I did,
always aware of not being the best but always working on becoming it.

WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT MY COMPANY
We produce coffee beans, ground coffee, ese pods and compatible capsules for the main
brands of coffee machines that use them.

We have the arabica line, the robusta line and various blends that I have refined over the time
to meet various tastes. My main informants are the bartenders, those who stand behind the
counter making coffee all day long. They give me the most useful information to better the
product.





MY PROMISE
Knowing the sector, you know that the final product has two different kinds of recipients:

● The buyer who looks at the price
● The buyer who likes to drink a good coffee

The ethical question of the coffee entrepreneur should be summed up in one question:
Would I give it to my children to drink?

If the answer is yes then, regardless of the prices, the product is valid. If not, the risk is that of
playing with people’s trust.
If you want to resell my coffee, you must be aware of how convinced I am of my own product.

Ok now, can I let you taste the Morosito Coffee?

Leave us your contact and we will send you immediately a tasting kit.
I am sure we will be in touch very soon.

Dario Mentisano


